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Abstract-In this paper, we present the effect of reference plane 
change of signal traces on cavity noise generation and signal 
quality deterioration. Also, the efficiency of differential signaling 
in reducing the power plane noise and the alleviation of signal 
integrity deterioration, which are caused by powerlgronnd plane 
resonance, are investigated with the analytical cavity noise 
coupling model and measurement 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the digital system operating frequencies move to the 
higher fiequency band, radiation from printed circuit board 
(PCB) is increasing due to the higher radiation eficiency of 
signals [l]. Among the sources, which are causing 
electromagnetic field radiation from PCB, the delta noise on 
power/ground such as simultaneous switching noise (SSN) is a 
major one, exiting common mode radiation [2]. To date, most 
of power fluctuation has known to be generated from SSN 
produced from ICs. But with the increased signal frequencies 
the cavity noise, mostly excited from reference switching 
signals, is becoming a major source of power noise. 

Power/ground plane resonance is an inherent phenomenon 
in multilayered PCBs that use solid planes for powedground, 
resulting in power fluctuation and signal integrity (SI) 
deterioration [3]-[5]. Standing waves appear between parallel 
planes at resonant modes and produce high-impedance peaks, 
which affect signal transmission by blocking signal return 
current, in power distribution network [6]-[8],  Owing to the 
increased impedance of the power distribution networks at the 
resonant frequencies, the signal return current is blocked when 
the signal trace changes its reference plane. As a result, cavity 
noise is generated from the displacement current, which is 
produced at the reference plane change location, and the 
insertion loss of the signal increases at the resonant modes. 

CAVATY NOISE GENERATION BY SIGNAL VIA 11. 

As mentioned previously, signal via is the dominant source 
which generates cavity noise in multilayered PCBs. Especially 
the via, which is used for the reference changing signals, is the 
dominant source for the cavity noise since signal return current 
path is diredly.affected by power/ground impedance which is 
ruled by the power/ground resonance. 
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Frequently, signal traces transit from top to a different layer 
due to the restricted routing area on the component mounting 
layer in multi-layered PCBs. An example of reference plane 
change in 4-layer PCB is shown in Fig. 1. From the Fig. 1, a 
signal trace is routed from top to bottom layer, connecting 
driver and receiver chips. The trace routed on top layer 
references ground plane, and the trace routed on bottom layer 
references power plane. So, return current path is disconnected 
in a point of view of DC but, the path is formed nearby signal 
via in a point of view of high frequency. The impedance of 
retum current path, which is formed nearby signal via, 
becomes the impedance between power and ground at 
transition point (transition impedance, Z,) and it is directly 
affected by the power/ground resonance. 

Figure 1. Cavity nniw gencmtion from a m e  changing its referncc plane 

Between power/ground planes nearby the signal via, 
displacement current generates when the transition impedance 
is not zero, And, the signal energy is coupled to the 
power/ground cavity resonator, generating the powedground 
noise. This phenomenon will be explained in chapter IV in 
detail. 

In. TESTVEHICLE DESCRIPnON 

A. Test Vehicle Slructure 
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Three types of test vehicles were fabricated considering 
three cases of data transmissions--a differential-ended line 
without reference plane change (test vehicle A, Fig. 2(a)), a 
single-ended line with reference plane change (test vehicle B, 
Fig. 2i.b)). and a differential-ended line with reference plane 
change (test vehicle C, Fig. 2 (c)Fwere  considered for the 
power plane noise and signal transmission measurement. Test 
vehicles consisted of four conducting layers (0.5 Oz), two for 
the signal layers (top and bottom layer), one for the ground 
plane, and one for the power plane. The power plane was 
divided into two planes to supply both VCC (2V) and VEE (- 
1.3V). The overall dimension of test vehicle was IO cm by 6 
cm, and the split power planes for Vcc and V,, are 7.3 cm by 6 
cm and 2.6 cm hy 6cm, respectively. FR4 (E, = 4.2) was used 
as the dielectric material. The differential signal pair was 
designed to have 100 ohm differential impedance. The traces 
for signal output were all located in the Vcc plane area, and 
they changed their reference from the ground plane to the Vcc 
plane. A broadband differential receiveddriver (NBSG16), 
which has reduced-swing Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) 
outputs from ON Semiconductor, was used as a power plane 
noise source. The maximum operating frequency of the chip is 
1 2 G m  and it generates a 400 mV,, output swing. 
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Fig- 2. Tcst vehicls: (a) A: a diBercntialcadcd line without reference 
plane change, (b) B: a singlc-cnded line with reference plane change, (c) C: a 

differentialaded line with refercnce p h e  change. 

B. Test Vehicle Characteristic 

network is shown with port location notation (;,I) in Fig. 3 .  
A pair of parallel planes representing a power distribution 

0.73GM 1.46GHz 2.19GHz 

Figure 3. A pair of parallel planes representing a pm disbibution network 

Table 1 shows the resonant mode frequencies of the test 
vehicle calculated using (1). 

1 
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I.OSGHz 1.28GHz I.80GHz 2.43GM 

where m and n are mode numbers (0, I ,  2 ...), and P, and 
Py are the dimensions of the plane [9]. The resonance owing to 
the thichess of the dielectric layer (d) is ignored in this 
simplified equation because it is much smaller than the lengths 
of the planes (Px, Pv) in real applications and normally not of 
interest owing to the frequency at which it becomes important. 

TABLE I. RESONANTMODEFWQUENCIES 

P3 i 3.13GHz i 3.22GM i 3.46GHz i 3.83GHr I 
Fig. 4 shows impedance curve of the test vehicle simulated 

with SpeedXP and the electric field distribution at resonance 
mode. (White part means weak electric field distribution) 
Power/ground input impedances were taken from 4 different 
observation points. The black line is the impedance curve at the 
center point of the test vehicle. The resonance mode fia, f& and 
f l l  do not affect the impedance since the electric field is zero at 
those resonance modes. So, the fust resonance mode, which 
affects the impedance, is mode at center point. For the other 
port located at the edge along to the center l i e ,  flo, fi0 modes 
affect the power/ground impedance but 61, f l l  don’t. In same 
method, the high impedance points at the other locations can be 
expected. 

Freqmr)l W4 

Figure 4. Powerlgcouad plane input impedance of test vehicle 

As explained above, at resonant mode frequencies, the 
reference plane transition impedance (ZT) becomes higher 
depending on the transition location. An additional high 
impedance peak exists as well as the power/ground mode 
frequencies. This is due to the attached bypass capacitor on the 
V,, plane but not the self-resonance of the capacitor. The high 
impedance peak is produced by resonance between the 
parasitic inductance of the bypass capacitor and the capacitance 
between power/ground planes [5]. An additional resonant 
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6equency WO) caused by the attached capacitor on the power 
plane can be found by: 

f,, = ~ r T . ~ 2 1 0 M H z  1 (2) 
2n L'-,,nr #a, 

where, Lev=,,, represents the parasitic inductance of the 
bypass capacitor, and C,,,, represents the capacitance between 
power and ground planes. As a result, the fust high impedance 
peak is present at approximately 210 MHz. 

IV. ANALYTICAL CAVITY NOISE CALCULATION 

A. Equievalent Circuit Model 
VI. UMll yi* Modcl z. _..._..._.. ..._....__. 

P m o  R h r t n t c  

(a) 

(U 

Figurs 5 .  (a) Equievalent Circuit Model (b) ABCD matrix diagram 

Fig. 5 shows the equivalent circuit model of the signal trace 
which switches its reference plane. Z, and Z, are the 
characteristic impedances of the trace, referencing ground and 
power plane respectively, and Zr,, Z,, are the reference plane 
transition impedances. 

Analytical solution for the reference plane hansition 
impedance was derived in [lo]. By Z,, and Z,,, displacement 
current is induced, and the energy is coupled to the 
power/ground resonator, generating the cavity noise in the 
powerlground plane. 

To fmd the displacement current value at the hansition 
point, we converted ABCD matrixes in the forward and 
backward direction to 2 matrix at observation point using 
Thevenin's theorem. With the Z parameters, the voltage value 
and the displacement current value at the observation point 
were found. 

B. Signal Transfer Characteristic 
Fig. 6 shows the insertions loss (S2J of the suggested 

equivalent model compared with the measured result. The 
increased insertion loss characteristic of the signal at resonant 
modes is shown from both measurement and simulation using 
the equivalent circuit model, and they show good match. 
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Figure 6. hsenion loss cornpariron (a) reference plane transition at center in 
ydirection (b) refence plane transition at edge in ydinction 

C. Cavity Noise Coupling Characteristic 
The displacement current generates at the hansition point if 

the innsition impedance is not zero. And some of the signal 
power is coupled to the power/ground resonator and causes the 
power and ground planes to behave as a cavity resonator. The 
frequency and location dependant cavity noise (AV) on the 
power plane can be calculated by: 

A v ( f )  = Z y ( f )  (3) 

where ID represents the displacement current generated by 
the reference plane change and Zu represents the transfer 
impedance of the power plane fkom i to j port. Z, can be 
calculated by [IO]. 

(4) 

where P, and P, represent the metal plane width in the x 
and y direction respectively, L,, Ly8, L,,, and Lr, represent the 
i'th and 7 t h  port width in the x and y direction, and m 
represents the m'th eigenmode in the x-direction, n represents 
the n'th eigenmode in the y-direction, and k represents the 
wave number with k,,, = mdLx and kp = ndLy. C, = 1 if rn = 0 
and C,= f i  if m f 0, and T, ,  T, ,  q,,, and qJ are the 
coordinates of the center locations for the i'th andj'th ports in 
the x and y direction respectively. 

Reference changing signal's flow and cavity noise coupling 
block diagram are shown in Fig. 7. Time domain clock data 
waveform was produced and transformed to 6equency-domain 
as the input source. At the reference plane transition location, 
the displacement current value is found using the suggested 
equivalent circuit model and ABCD matrix. By multiplying it 
with the transfer impedance to the observation point, the power 
plane noise, which is generated Born signal reference change 
via, is calculated. By super positioning the noises fkom multiple 

L L 
k ( k m + ) -  $ i n ( k = , + )  in(k,wT)--sh(km%) 

I .  '[ k , = f  -1 k m  4 ][ k,.? k.. T 
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locations, multiple transition effect of signal reference plane 
can be considered. 

V. 

Fig. 8 shows a differential-ended l i e  switching its 
reference plane. Cavity noise is canceled by differential mode 
current produced from the counterpart line. The cavity noise at 
any location on the power plane, which is produced from 
differential signals, using the suggested method is shown in (5). 

CAVITY NOISE CANCELLATION WITH DIFFERENTIAL 
SIGNALING 

Figure 8. Cavity noise generation by di&rential signal transition 

AvTnlo,=4~m ' Til +&.a. T2, +Inn. G, +ID.& ' Ze (5) 

where lnl_d,, 1111 dl represents the displacement current 
generated by differedal signal lines at the frst reference plane 
change each (they have 180" phase difference) and Z,I,, Z,],. Zt3,, 
Z,,, represents the transfer impedance of the power plane from i 
to j port each. Normally the current terms cancel each other 
since they are ideal differential currents (when /III-,,I = - / D I - ~ z ) ,  
the cavity noise, which is generated by differential signal via, is 
ruled only by the impedance difference as shown in (6). , and 
can be reduced by locating signal vias closely. 
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The equation shows that the cavity noise can be generated 
from a pair of ideal differential signals since the amount of 
cavity noise is affected by the transition impedance and they 
vary from the transition positions. Fig. 9 shows the simulated 
power plane noise waveforms with the 3.6Gbps and 3.8Gbps 
clock data inputs. From the figure, it is shown that the power 
plane noise is reduced with differential signal transition but still 
some noise is produced since the transition and transfer 
impedances are not same. 

Figure 9. Simulated power plmc noises (e) with 3.6Gbps clock &fa input 
@)with 3.8Gbps clock data input 

VI. MEASURING CAVITY NOISE 

A .  Measurement Setup 
Fig. 10 shows the setup to measure the signal output 

waveform and the power plane noise. An Anritsu Mp1763C 
(Pulse Pattern Generator) was used as a differential signal 
source, and a Tektronix TDS8000 (Sampling Oscilloscope) 
was connected to the output traces of the chip to measure the 
output signal waveforms. The clock signal output terminal 
from the PPG was directly connected to the oscilloscope for 
triggering. The measurement of power plane noise was made 
with a high-impedance probe at probing pads located close to 
the chip. A b p a s s  capacitor of 10 pF was attached for both 
Vcc and VEE. 

-I-" -I 9 w  
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B. Signal Transfer Characteristic 
In Fig. 11, the characteristics of transmitted clock data are 

are observed with 2.8 Gbps, 3 Ghps (fzo mode), and 3.2 Gbps 
data rates, and the measured clock data output waveforms are 
shown. Frequency dependency of the output clock data 
waveforms is compared for each case: test vehicle A 
(differential-ended line without reference plane change, Fig. 
Il(a)), test vehicle B (single-ended line with reference plane 
change, Fig. 1 l(h)), and test vehicle C (differential-ended line 
with reference plane change, Fig. 1 I(c)). It can be seen that the 
peak-to-peak voltage of the output clock data decreases at the 
resonant mode kequency (3Gbps) for both reference plane 
change cases (test vehicle B and C). An approximately 20 
percent of the peak-to-peak output voltage of the clock data 
occurs at 3 Gbps compared with the peak-to-peak output 
voltages taken at 2.8 Ghps and 3.2 Ghps. This shows that 
power/ground plane resonance also affects differential 
signaling just as it does single-ended signaling, as discussed 
previously, when the traces change their reference plane 
because the differential-ended line also references power or 
ground plane as the signal propagates. In the output waveforms 
taken from test vehicle A (Fig. 1 ](a)), it is seen that the signal 
transmission is not affected by power/ground plane resonance 
because no energy is coupled to the powerlground resonator. 

nme [nrq 
(C) 

Figure 1 I .  Comparison of time domain clock data output waveforms (a) Test 
vehicle A @) Test vehicle B (c) Test vehicle C 

C. Cmi@ Noise Coupling characteristic 
From the PPG, differential clock data signals were 

transmitted to the input of the chip from 100 Mhps to 5 Gbps 
with a 50 Mhps step and a rise time of 17.5 ps, and the output 
signal waveforms and power noise on the Vcc plane were 
measured. 

In Fig. 12, the measured Vcc plane noise waveforms of test 
vehicles A, B, and C are shown in the time domain. From the 
Fig. 12, it is seen that the power fluctuation on the Vcc plane 
increases considerably with the reference plane change of the 
signal trace (test vehicles B and C) compared with the power 
fluctuation of test vehicle A (no reference plane change) and 
the fluctuation reduces with a differential-ended line compared 
with the single-ended line transition. It was found that the 
magnitude of power plane noise does not depend significantly 
on the data switching rate of the chip for test vehicle A but 
does for test vehicles B and C. From this result, it was found 
that much of the power plane voltage fluctuation results kom 
the signal lines that change reference plane, and the magnitude 
of power plane noise is closely related to the poweriground 
plane resonance modes. 

n m o  [nsnci 

(C) 

Figure 12. Measured noise voltage waveforms on Vm plane (a) Test vehicle 
A @) T s t  vehicle B (c) Test vehicle C 

In Fig. 13, the peak-to-peak magnitude of power noise on 
the Vcc plane is compared with the clock rates from 100 Mhps 
(50 h4Hz) to 5 Gbps (2.5 GHz) with a 50 Mhps step. Because 
there is no reference transition on test vehicle A, the power 
plane noise measured from test vehicle A can be considered to 
be switching noise generating h m  the driver chip. Therefore, 
the difference of noise magnitude between test vehicles A, B 
and C can he considered to be the cavity noise, generated from 
displacement current at the reference plane transition point. 
From the results, it is seen that a considerable portion of the 
power plane noise is from cavity noise, and power plane noise 
has a tendency to increase much more at the resonance mode 
frequencies than at other frequencies. The impedance of the 
power plane to the ground becomes high at the resonant modes, 
and displacement cment, which generates cavity noise, is 
produced. Owing to the cavity noise, the power plane noise 
taken from the test vehicles that have reference plane change 
(test vehicles B and C) has a greater magnitude for all 
frequencies compared with the noise taken from test vehicle A, 
which has no reference plane change. Comparing the cavity 
noise from the single-ended line transition with the cavity noise 
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from the differential-ended line transition, much of the cavity 
noise is reduced with differential-ended transition, but overall, 
the power plane noise level from the differential-ended line 
transition (test vehicle C) still remains higher than the power 
plane noise level h m  no reference plane change (test vehicle 
A). 

0.2 

0.18 

0.0: . ... . . .. . . , . , .  . . . .  . . .  , _  . . 
0; . 0 ,  ’ L 1 ‘  2 1 5  

Frequency [GHa 

Figure 13. The magnitude of peak-lo-@ power plane noise 

vn. CONCLUSTTONS 

This paper describes the effect of reference plane change on 
power plane noise generation and signal integrity of a trace that 
changes its reference plane. In addition, the efficiency of 
differential signaling on the reduction of cavity noise and the 
alleviation of signal integrity deterioration is investigated with 
measurement and analytical approach. The results show that 
power/ground plane resonance degrades not only signal quality 
but also power quality when a signal line changes its reference 
plane. At high-impedance points, the more cavity noise is 
generated by pawedground plane resonance and becomes a 
major power plane noise source, resulting in power plane 
fluctuation and edge radiation. 

When differential signaling is applied, power plane noise 
can be reduced at all frequencies including resonant modes, 
and from the point of view of signal integrity, differential 
signaling reduces jitter compared to single-ended signaling. 
However, even for differential signals, powedground plane 
resonance still affects signal transmission and generates cavity 
noise since the differential signal not only references the other 
line but also references the ground or power plane. 

Power/ground plane resonance is an inherent phenomenon 
in typical systems using planes as their power delivery system. 
To date, this resonance generated 6om plane pairs has not been 
considered seriously in board design but needs to be considered 
for better system performance. By adopting differential 
signaling for critical lines, such as the clock signal, additional 
jitter from the reference plane change can be reduced, and 
power plane fluctuation from cavity noise will be greatly 
diminished. Eventually, we will obtain improved time and 
voltage margins and broader system frequency bandwidth. 
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